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The characters in this block are extensions for historical
orthographies of Meetei and are not specified in the Manipuri
Government order No. 1/2/78-SS/E.

Independent vowel signs
AAE0 ꫠ MEETEI MAYEK LETTER E
AAE1 ꫡ MEETEI MAYEK LETTER O

Consonants
AAE2 ꫢ MEETEI MAYEK LETTER CHA
AAE3 ꫣ MEETEI MAYEK LETTER NYA
AAE4 ꫤ MEETEI MAYEK LETTER TTA
AAE5 ꫥ MEETEI MAYEK LETTER TTHA
AAE6 ꫦ MEETEI MAYEK LETTER DDA
AAE7 ꫧ MEETEI MAYEK LETTER DDHA
AAE8 ꫨ MEETEI MAYEK LETTER NNA
AAE9 ꫩ MEETEI MAYEK LETTER SHA
AAEA ꫪ MEETEI MAYEK LETTER SSA

Dependent vowel signs
AAEB $ ꫫ MEETEI MAYEK VOWEL SIGN II
AAEC $ꫬ MEETEI MAYEK VOWEL SIGN UU
AAED $ ꫭ MEETEI MAYEK VOWEL SIGN AAI
AAEE $ ꫮ MEETEI MAYEK VOWEL SIGN AU
AAEF $ꫯ MEETEI MAYEK VOWEL SIGN AAU

Punctuation
AAF0 ꫰ MEETEI MAYEK CHEIKHAN

= danda
AAF1 ꫱ MEETEI MAYEK AHANG KHUDAM

= question mark

Sign
AAF2 ꫲ MEETEI MAYEK ANJI

• a philosophical sign
→ 0950 ॐ  devanagari om

Repetition marks
These marks have fallen into disuse.
AAF3 ꫳ MEETEI MAYEK SYLLABLE REPETITION MARK
AAF4 ꫴ MEETEI MAYEK WORD REPETITION MARK

Sign
AAF5 $ꫵ MEETEI MAYEK VOWEL SIGN VISARGA

Virama
AAF6  MEETEI MAYEK VIRAMA

• used to form conjuncts in historical
orthographies

→ 1039   myanmar sign virama
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